
Armorclad is the premier floor coating solution for residential
and commercial floors. Armorclad is manufactured by
ArmorPoxy, America’s largest supplier of professional coatings
and related items. There is nothing on the market that gives
better performance than ArmorClad! ArmorClad is so thick that
it equals the performance of almost 20 ‘Home Center’ types of
kits! ArmorClad is a 100% solids epoxy (which means there are
no cheap solvents or water used as fillers so it cures at the
thickness applied at).  Armorclad Epoxy is a 2-part coating that
you mix ‘A’ & ‘B’ together. Once mixed, a special, safe chemical
reaction occurs, making the ArmorClad super hard when it
cures. Factories, manufacturing facilities, and the U.S.
government/military all use 100% solids epoxies due to their
low odor, thickness, ease of use, and extremely long life.

 ArmorClad is a specifically formulated epoxy that is a version
of our famous ArmorUltra epoxy that we have sold over 20
years for commercial and industrial use. It is now available as
ArmorClad, packaged in smaller quantities for use in residential
and smaller commercial applications. ArmorClad is the perfect
solution for garages, basements, factories, industrial
applications, locker rooms, and virtually any properly prepared
floor surface. ArmorClad can be applied not only to concrete but
to wood and tile also when used with the matching primer.

 ArmorClad, is approximately 5 times thicker than standard floor
paint or cheap ‘Home Center’ epoxies. (Yes, those epoxies
come in nice packages, but can you really truly expect a long
lasting floor for less than $75.00?) ArmorClad carries a lifetime
warranty against hot tire lifting. Our complete kits include
everything you need for a 100% perfect installation. Each kit
includes our 100% solids ArmorClad epoxy, ArmorEtch etching
solution (for proper surface prep), decorative colored flecks,
chip-in brush, 9” roller, application squeegee, clear protective
topcoat, clear grip non-skid additive, rubber gloves, mixing
sticks, rollers, mixing bucket, and complete instructions. The
ArmorClad Master Kit covers up to 600 SQ FT. The ArmorClad
Add-On kit covers up to 300 SQ FT.
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Contact us for specially priced
packages for larger commercial

projects with our 'Job on a Pallet'
flooring system!

Armorclad is available with optional primer and also with standard or
Military Grade 2-part topcoat for more demanding applications, auto
facilities, machine shops and similar applications.


